
Brain power
Learn to make your mind up your mind

Hello, my name is Dr Bhatia. I am a NHS GP and the founder of Humble.
Humble is an organisation that helps bring out our best.

What's on your mind?
Perhaps you are noticing these words, your tasks for today, the feel
of your breath or the voice in your mind.  Our minds are marvelous
at helping us experience, learn, create and let-go. But despite their
power, they don't come with wisdom or even an instruction
manual so sometimes they make mischief, get stuck or are
under-nourished so we may miss our great potential.

You are more than you think!
Our minds are made up from many brains (heads, bodys, guts,
roots and environments) working together to create experiences
that rise into the light of awareness. Like a garden our brains need
to be nurtured so they grow well and make great connections.
Combining science and holistic insights we help you create healthy
habits that boost your brain power and delay dementia.

Get mindset and go with the Flow
How we think is what we get!  Gently guiding you as we work with
neurobiology and mindset, we help you learn how to learn, prime your
psychology, find FLOW*, then focus, harmonise, transform and release your
mind's potential. * Flow : the psychology of optimal experience by Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi

To find out more contact us by visiting www.humble.info
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During our sessions
We like to listen and work with what you've got. Working
online and in person our holistic approach helps bring
out your BEST.

Bodies (physical health)
Experiences (emotional health)
Situations (healthy environments)
Teams (healthy relationships)

You are unique and you are not alone
This work is profound and takes time so we typically book blocks of 4 x 50 minute
sessions over 4 to 8 weeks, fees are on the humble website.  This is not a substitute for
medical care but can support you on your journey; so do check with your GP if you are
not sure.  Each session will be unique, examples of themes we can focus on are:

Brain gardening (typically 4 sessions)
Harness a healthy lifestyle to feed your brain and grow great connections.

Get mindset (typically 4 sessions)
Within your mind garden, set the stage and rehearse psychological skills
for a great performance.

Flow (typically 4 sessions)
Combining pioneering science and holistic insights, you can learn to
balance your neurobiology with flowing states of consciousness.

To find out more and book as session visit www.humble.info
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